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Summary;

The common collector transistor switch has in the on state
kTwith open emitter a certain offset voltage Ugg ar -■
q b

This
N

expression is derived in a new, more physical way. It is further 

shown at which emitter current the current amplification factor 

should be measured to get a correct value for the above ex

pression. The collector current Ig at zero collector voltage 

follows the equation Ig = I exp ( ■ ) - 1 extremely well. Sub

stitution of I-gjgQ and by I in Eberts and Moll's relations

consequently improves these equations and the characteristics 

of the transistor switch can be better determined. At switching 

on and off transients appear across the switch. The influence of 

the "spike" at switching off can be described by an current IgpgtE' 

which is easy to calculate, is approximately dependent only

on the base - emitter depletion layer capacitance and the chopper 

frequency fQ.

Some compensated switches have lower drift than the drift

in Ugg. They may, for example, have a temperature drift < 0.2
jjlV/°C and a long time drift <2 pV/week. Some compensated
switches also have lCT->TT,Tr <10 * • f A. The static offset current

bJrltvtL ° - 1 2
in the off state can easily be made <10 A.

Printed and distributed in October 19 63.
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1. Introduction

In chopper amplifiers and commutators there is a need for 

elements which can switch small signals. The transistor is useful 

for this purpose.

The theory of the transistor as a low level switch has been 

imperfect. A more complete theory is presented in this paper. 

Several compensated low level switches have earlier been described. 

Only those which give the switch better characteristics will be ana

lyzed here.

Bright ' } and Kruper ’ } showed the suitability of the tran

sistor as a low level switch and found that the offset voltage in

the on state is smallest in the inverted or common collector connec-
4)

tion shown in fig. 2.1. Chaplin ' pointed out that it is possible to get 

sufficiently high off resistance with the drive voltage zero in the off 

state. This reduces the offset current to a high degree. In this paper 

it will be shown that the low level transistor switch can be described 

by an equivalent circuit as shown in fig. 2. 2. Here

S = ideal switch controlled by the drive voltage

Ugpr = the offset voltage in the on state

Rg = the on resistance

I = the offset current in the off state

R = the off resistance o
IgpiKz; - this current describes the influence of the discharge of the 

base-emitter capacitance at switching off.

2, Physical derivation of the offset voltage
C

Several authors have by means of Eber's and Moll's relations ~ 

derived the following expression for the offset voltage in the in

verted connection:
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UEK fiBN
for pnp 2. 1

and

uek 81 for nPn

where. •

12 " kT"

q = magnitude' of electron charge 

k = Boltzmann constant 

T = absolute temperature

B^ = large signal current gain in common emitter 

connection

This derivation has two serious lacks. Firstly it affords no 

physical understanding of why the offset voltage becomes so small 
and seems to depend only on B^. Secondly it does not tell at which 

emitter current B^ should be measured in order to get a correct 

value for (2.1) or (2.2).

Eq. (2. 1) will in the sequel be derived in a more directly 

physical way, which gives a better understanding of the offset 

voltage,. " .

Assume we have a pnp transistor. Positive currents and vol

tages are defined in fig. 2. 1. A positive voltage U^. is suddenly 

impressed between the collector and the base. The emitter is open. 

This reduces the electrostatic potential in the pn-junction and the 

excess hole density in the base at the edge of the depletion

layer at the collector junction increases. , . .
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ou
PBK Po <e

K
- 0 2. 3

where

Pq = the equilibrium hole density in the uniform n-type 

base.

For the excess hole density in the base at the emitter side 

Pgg a similar expression holds:

PbE = Po (e 2.4

At the outset Ug = 0 and Pgg - 0. This gives a very heavy gra

dient in the excess hole density as shown in fig. 2. 3, and a large hole 

diffusion current flows from the collector to the emitter. This current 

charges, the emitter and U-g, and Pg-g- will be > 0, since the emitter is 

open. As soon as Ug becomes> 0 there will be an electron current 

from the base to the emitter. Equilibrium occurs when this electron 

current equals the hole current from the collector, because then the 

total current to the emitter is zero (Curve a, fig. 2. 3). Now if we 

want Ug - Uj£ to be small, we see from (2. 3) and (2.4) that we shall 

have Pgj£ " Pgg small. This means that the hole current from the 

collector to the emitter shall be as small as possible, but also that 

the electron current from the base to the emitter shall be as small 

as possible.

An expression for U^.^. can now be obtained by simple reasoning. 

Say that we make = 0, but do not change Ug. This does not change 

the base - emitter electron current, because this current is dependent 

only on U-g and not on U^. The base - collector electron current on 

the other hand changes and becomes 0, Curve b in fig. 2. 3. shows 

the excess hole distribution in the base. A hole diffusion current 

flows from the emitter to the collector. This current is times 

as large (by definition of B^) as the base - emitter electron current,
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i. e. times as large as the hole current we earlier had from the 

collector to the emitter when Ig = 0. We can describe this by the 

following expression:

PBK ~ PBE J
PBE BN

Provided that the linear diffusion equation holds.

Eq. (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5) gives:

PBE „ e E- , fi<UE - V nUEK 
5^=AN = -mJ— - ■*

e - 1

UEK * S2 ' ln AN 2. 6

Expanding (2. 6) in series gives for larger B^:

UEK 55 “ QB^ 2

The hole density in the base Pq was above assumed to be the 

same everywhere in the base. In a drift transistor this is not the 

case. In the latter the base is doped much more heavily at the 

emitter junction than at the collector junction. Appendix A shows 

that even in this case the base - emitter electron current should 

be as small as possible in order to get a small offset voltage.

Determination of the_Ig at which B^ should be measured

B^j. is not a constant and therefore we must determine how 

it should be measured. The determination above of U„T, shows
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directly that should be measured at U^. = 0 and Ug unchanged

at the value it acquired with Ig = 0 and at a given value. Now as

a rule we do not know this Ug, but we know the base current Lg

which brings the transistor into the on state. The question to answer

is therefore: At which L-, should we measure B„, when I-, is known,-H# -IN |
to get a correct value for the equation — ?

To answer this question we shall use the double-diode equiva

lent circuit shown in fig. 2.4. This means that the total excess hole 

density distribution is obtained by superposing two excess hole den

sity distributions shown by curves b and c in fig. 2.4. These distri

butions cause diffusion currents to flow, and A^I^ reaches the collec

tor and Ajlj reaches the emitter. Now, if there is negligible "built 

in" field in the base, 1^. (Ik-., O) = Ig (O, U^) when Ug = U^, as 

shown by Ebers and Moll , and we can write:

anin I (e
£2UE 1) 2. 8

Afl I («
£2UK - 0 2.9

Fig. 2. 4. gives:

IE "" IN ~ Al4

ha ~ h ~

Assuming Ig = 0 gives:

*N Aj-Ij

™ " IB

2. 10

2. 1 1

2. 12

2. 13
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and

IN=- ^N^I B 2. 14

If we now make = 0 but do not change we see from (2. 8)E
isthat does not change, nor 1^ either if we assume that

dependent only on Ug but not on U^, • Ij = 0 because U^. = 0. The 

emitter current 1^, becomes:

" 1 - AjjAj 2. 15

Normally this equation can be written approximately:

V»- Vb 2. 16

Eq. (2. 16) tells us at which emitter current B^ should be 

measured when Ig is known. Since is included in (2. 16) we must 

determine at which collector current Bj should be measured. Then 

we must instead make U^, = 0 but keep U^. unchanged. This gives 

Ijq = 0 and the collector current I becomes:

*k'=- 1 ~ anai B 2. 17

Normally this equation can be written approximately:

IK a- (1 + Bj) IB 2. 18

Eq. (2, 1 8) tells us at which collector current Bj should be measured. 

The equation contains the quantity to be measured and therefore a trial 

calculation is necessary.
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3, Modification of Ebers's and Mollis relations

For further calculations we need equations describing the DC 

signal behaviour of the transistor. Ebers's and Moll's relations con

tain four constants which vary with the working point, namely

Aj. However, it will be shown in this section that the 

relations can be modified to include only two variable constants, 

namely and Aj.

IEBO’ i\[ and

Sah et al. ' have explained why A^ and A^ vary. Part of the 

current in a silicon pn junction is due to generation and recombi

nation of carriers in centers in the space charge region. In a for

ward bias junction this space charge recombination current 1^ 

has a voltage dependence which is:

flU
I • constant = e m - 1 3. 1
rg

where 1 <_m <. 2 (m varies with U).

While the voltage dependence of the hole diffusion current 

1^ and the electron diffusion current 1^ through the junction is

I. • constant = I' • constant = e 1d d 3. 2

A^ can be written

AN = " yn 3. 3

where

= the forward transport efficiency 

= the emitter efficiency

y^. can be calculated from the following expression:

W
I, coth T d -L

B

% =
B

W
I, coth T d E— * I/+ I 

B d r§

3.4
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where 1^ and 1^ are the injected currents into the base and the emitter 

region, respectively, when these regions are thought to extend toward 

infinity. The base is thin, however, and the collector functions as a 

diffusion sink and increases the diffusion current component to

V = Jd coth
W

Wg is the base layer width and the minority
carrier diffusionSength in the base. At small forward bias I ' « I

6 d rg
and 3. 3 can be written:

AN " N

xd

5L
1 +

IL

Irg

If we assume -0^ = 1 we get:

=N I
rg

3. 5

Eq. (3.1), (3.2) and (3. 5) give:

• constant =
S2Ue

U_
m

£2U (1 - — ) m

Bat = constant • I'' N d

But 1^' = 1^ because -0^ = 1

This gives:

B^j. = constant • 1^ 3. 6

where a = 1 - m
0< a < 0. 5
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Alloy and Mesa silicon transistors have at small forward bias
7)

I » 1^" . Sah ' has pointed out that for these transistors the space 

charge re combination is mainly localized to the surface. This gives 

low at low Ig. Planar and planar epitaxial silicon transistors have 

oxide-protected pn junctions and therefore much lower I which gives 

fairly high Bg at low Ig. This is illustrated by diagrams 3. 1 and

3. 2 which show Ig and Ig = f (Ug) at Ug = 0 for the alloy silicon 

transistor 2N1 676 and the planar silicon transistor 2N1613. Ig = - 1^'
and Ig = I^1 + I^ + At Ug = 430 mV in diagram 3. 1 Ag « 0,5,

When U-rp < 430 mV, I is largest and - E rg s
rg

that is I m I V since S 1
rg d _

proportional to exp (—) where m y 1,7. 2N1 61 3 has a much lower 

space charge re combination and already at Ug - 200 mV Ag a 0. 5.

In this case m at 1.3.

Ig is proportional to exp (£2 Ug) both for 2N1 676 and 2N1613.

Sah has pointed out that this relation holds very well. The slope of

the curve is exactly given by £2. This means that (2. 8), (2.9) holds

very well. All types of transistor give this result. At negative Ug,

I also is a constant. Iq and £2 are consequently constants which do

not vary with Ug and Ug. It is evidently desirable to modify Ebers's

and Moll's relations to include I . These relations can be written ino
explicit form (pnp):

XE ~
^EBO

A„ (e
£2U,

- 1) +
At II KBO £2U

1 - at (e K-1) 3. 7

t = an xebo

K 1 - Ag. A].
£2Ut

1)- KBO
1 " anai

(e^Vl)
3. 8

An &BO = AI IKBO 3.9
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When Uj£ = 0, 1^. becomes:

AN ^EBO , nUE 
<e - D 3. 10

Eq. (2. 8) and (2. 11) give:

ZK = V
fiUE

o " 1) 3. 1 1

Eq. (3. 1 0) and (3.11) give:

Io
N

1 " anai aebo 3. 12

Ug = 0 gives correspondingly:

Io ^KBO 3. 13

Eq. (3. 7) and (3. 8) can be written:

1) +
C2Uk

e 3. 14

I

I
K

o
0 3. 15

In (3. 14) and (3. 15) and are the only constants which 

vary with Ig and 1^,.
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Also at negative and Up, the generation of carriers from 

the centers in the space charge region has a great influence. In sili

con transistors most of IggQ and is due to this generation. The
generation current is proportional to the width of the transition region. 

This width is voltage-dependent and therefore and Ijqjq will

vary also at negative Ug and Up, respectively. at Up, < 0 and Ap 

at Up, < 0 is normally < 0. 1 for silicon transistors. This means that

^EBO S
N

when Ug < 0

tkbo " A. when Up, <

These equations show how directly IgBO ^ad I^CBO ^ePen^ on. 
A^ and Ap respectively.

7)Sah ' has shown that I can be calculated from the following 

expression:

T . 2 DB
*o q ni Nfi Wb

where Ap. = the emitter area

m = density of electron or hole in an intrisic specimen

Dg = the diffusion constant for minority carriers in the 

base

Ng = the density of doping impurities in the base 

Wg= the base layer width

This expression shows that I depends on quantities which have 

fairly little spread, particularly for diffused transistors., The spread 

in I is therefore little and much less than that in Ijr-gQ and I^BO"
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4, The static characteristics of the low level switch

In this section the static characteristics of the switch will be 

determined by means of Ebers's and Moll''s modified relations (3. 14) 

(3. 15). Formulas for the quantities in the equivalent circuit of fig.

2. 2 will be given.

Determination of the_offsjet voltage and the on resistance

Assume the transistor is in the inverted connection as shown 
by fig. 2.1. In the on state Ug and U^. are » ^ ■ Eq. (3. 14) and 

(3. 15) can in this case be written approximately:

E £2U

N

E QU
+ e K

K £2UE JL
at

fiUK

These equations give

0(Ug - Ug.) = In A^
JK + Aj ’ IE 

*K + AN IE
4. 1

and

1 -

UE " UK n ln an + w ln

_E

rB
1 + ~E

%

B.

1
1 + BN

IE = 0 gives

(uE - ujK'
& = 0

UEK ~ fi ln AN 4. 2
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When Ig « we get by expansion of (4. 2):

tt tt - it IE / 1 , 1
UE " UK UEK - £2 IB ' Bx + 1 + Bn )

This can be written;

UE " UK ® UEK + RS ' IE

where Rg is the on resistance.

R _ ]____ )
S £2 |IB| £ Bj 1 + Bn '

4. 3

4.4

Eq. (4. 3) is in accordance with the equivalent circuit given in 

fig. 2. 2. In (4. 4) B^ and B^.'should be measured at Ig and Ig given 

by (2. 16) and (2. 18) respectively.

Experimental measurements

Several measurements were made to test the above formulas 

for the offset voltage Ugg and the on resistance Rg. The offset voltage 

of seventeen OC 44 was measured at Ug = 0. 15 V. Bg was measured 

at Ug = 0. 15 V and Ug = 0, in accordance with the conclusions in sec

tion 2. In diagram 4. 1 the different values of Ugg are plotted against 
the respective values of ^— , A mean straight line is drawn through

the points. The inclination of the line is in perfect agreement with the 

theoretical value = 25. 6 mV given by (2. 7).

Ugg was also measured as a function of Ig for some different 

types of transistors. These measurements are presented in diagrams 

4. 2 and 4. 3. Bg and Bj for these transistors were measured, respec

tively, at Ug and Ug = 0, and at different values of Ig and Ig. See dia

grams 4. 4 and 4. 5. By means of these diagrams and (2. 6), (2. 1 5) and 

(2.17), Ugg = f(I-g) was determined. These calculated curves are plotted
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for comparison in diagrams 4. 2 and 4. 3. There is good agreement 

except for higher values of Ig. Ugg increases strongly with de

creasing Ig for the alloy transistors OC 202 and 2N 1676 on account 

of the rapid fall off of and at low Ig and Ig respectively. These 

decreases are much less for the planar transistors 2N 1613 and 

2N 2432 and therefore Ugg in these cases does not increase so 

much at decreasing Ig.

Calculated and measured values of Rg are presented in diagrams 

4. 6 and 4. 7. The agreement is good. The relative deviation is approxi

mately constant. It is probably due to space charge layer widening, 

which causes B^ to be a little higher at Ug = 0 than at Ug >0. For 

2N 1676 the difference is so great that it has displaced the calculated 

Ugg to the left. This is because too high values of B^. have bedn used 

in the calculation of Ugg.

The_ offset voltage_at_large_r Ig _ _

When Lg > 0. 1 - I mA the measured value of Ugg becomes greater 

than the calculated value. This is partly due to the collector bulk re

sistance r which gives a contribution to U„T, which is = r • I„. There- c ° h lx c B
fore rc ought to be small. Furthermore B^ ought to be > 1, High fre

quency diffused transistors very often have very low B^ due to carrier 

lifetime reduction in the base (0. 01 at 1 mA for example). This gives 

indirectly a rather high Ugg, since (2. 16) shows that - if Ig is of 

normal magnitude - Bg should be measured at a very low Ig, which 

gives rather low Bg. If Ig is increased to get a higher Bg the voltage 

rc ^B not be negligible.

There are other causes of the deviation. For example when pgg 

is not « , the linear diffusion equation is not valid; hence (2. 5) isg\
not valid, nor consequently (2.6) either. Webster has shown that 

when pgg % Ng and Pgg. = 0 a field is created in the base which helps 

the holes to flow towards the collector.. This gives a rise in Bg which 

is not present when Pgg. at Pgg s Ng. The measured Bg will be too 

high and (2.7) will give too low values of Ugg.
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The variation in Ugg.

In a chopper amplifier the drift is mainly due to the variation 

of Ugpr. Variations which are caused by fluctuations of the tempera

ture can be determined by differentiation of (2. 7).

d UEK = U
d T EK

1
T

d BN
BN d T 4. 5

d B^j. must be determined with a certain change in I ’g. This we get 

by differentiation of (2. 16).

dl/g=-lg. dB,

d Bj must be determined with a certain change in I'^.. This we get 

by differentiation of (2. 18),

dIK=IB,dBI

This equation contains the quantity to be measured and a trial 

calculation is necessary. For 2N 1613, 2N 2432 and 2N 1 676,

d B^j. q
rg—gijr st 5 • 1 0 / K at Ig = 1 mA according to data sheets. This gives:

d UEK
d T

8 - UER • 2 • 10"-3V/°K 4. 6

d UEKSometimes it is possible to find an Ig which gives ' ^ 

As a rule this Ig is so high that (2. 7) is not valid.

0,

Even if the temperature is constant there will be a drift in Ugg. 

due to the variation of B^ with time. This variation seems to be less 

for transistors with getter in the case than for transistors with silicon
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grease-filled cases Planar transistors probably have better long

time stability of than other types of transistors. For example 
2N 1613 ^ seems to have d < 2 % c*-uldnS 3000 hours.

BN

Determination of the offset current and the off resistance

In the off state the transistor is equal to an off resistance Ro
in parallel with a current generator I (the leakage current) as shown 

in fig. 2. 2.

Normally a transistor is brought into the off state by large 

reverse bias on the junctions. When the signal to be switched is 

small (< 0. 3 V), this is not necessary. Silicon transistors have 

sufficiently large Rq even when the reverse voltage is 0. This gives 

no offset current and the smallest possible spike at switching off 

and on.

The offset current at large reverse voltage

The circuit assumed is shown in fig. 4. 1 . Here = - E, 
E » ^ and R^ |lg | « jUR j . (3. 14) gives:

IE 4. 7

The offset current at small reverse voltage

A typical circuit for this case is shown in fig. 4. 2. Here

UK
« & and %K-%E « UK
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Expansion of (3. 14) gives:

E -4— . £2 U„ + £2 U„ = - £2UAN •K- K B N

ZE I = - £2 UK B 4. 8
N

K 'The leakage current I is hence reduced by the factor £2 U
-9If, for example, the leakage current of D is 10 A and R1 = 25152

= 10-3. ' '
we get £2 UK

The_off resistance

This is lowest when the reverse voltage is 0. Here 

« . (3. 14), (3. 15) and fig. 4.2 give:

UK and UT

o N
4. 9

m = a ue - xr nuK

Ri • % = °K

These equations give:

R
IE

1
£2 I I

1 + B N R1 £2 o B,

B
1 + N

A.N R. £2 I B
1 I o I

As a rule BN VR. £2 I I1 o
+ » 1 ,■ which gives:
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Ro
N

£2 4. 10

This result is given directly by (4. 9) if we assume U^. = 0.

Me asure_ments

Table 4. 1 shows some measured values of I at the reverse 
voltage = - 1 V for some different transistors. The product | R^ I 

shows that only 2N 1 613 is suitable for switching off in this way when 

Rl >100 K£2.

Table 4, 1. Leakage current at large reverse voltage

No 2N 1613 2N 1676 OC 44

Type Planar
silicon

Alloy
silicon

Alloy
germanium

I A -2 - 10'12

o
■osO 1 O'?

RLI pV Rl= 100 M2 -0.2 60 10000

Table 4. 2 shows some calculated and measured values of R for theo
same transistors as in table 4. 1. E... and I for 2N 1 676 and 2N 1613JN o
were estimated from diagrams 3. 1 and 3. 2 (at Ug = 30 mV). and 

Iq for- OC 44 were directly measured.

Table 4. 2. Measured and calculated values of R--------------------------------------------------------- --------------------- o

No 2N 1613 2N 1676 OC 44

I A o
6 ‘ 10"14 - 1.2 - 10“13

xD1Ol

bn 0, 15 1.5 - 10'3 10

R calculated o 63 kM£2 310 M£2 25 k£2

R measured o 50 kM£2 330 M£2 25 k£2



5. The behaviour of the switch at switching on and off

The shape of the spikes

Fig. 5. 1 shows the circuit assumed and the voltage response U 

over Rg. The spikes are mainly due to the base-emitter depletion- 

layer capacitance C^g. (Silicon alloy transistors have high Ugg at 

low Ig. This gives a contribution to the spikes. However, these spikes 

are very short if the drive voltage has a good square form.) If Rg is 

very small the amplitude of the spike at switching off becomes:

C

ut ~ c
TE

TE + CL
UE

The spike then decreases with a time constant which is:

T, s Rt. (C TE + CE^

If Rg is not small, the amplitude and the time constant also 

depend on the base-collector depletion-layer capacitance Cgg and 

Rg/Rg. Generally the spike becomes lower but broader. The spike 

at switching on is very short, especially if f is high. Diagram 5. 1 

shows the shape of the spikes for 2N 1 61.3 with different values of 

Rg and Rg. The diagram shows that the spike at switching on is 

almost independent of Rg.

However, an analysis of the shape of the spikes is as a rule 

of minor interest. In most applications it is, instead, the area of 

the spikes which is of interest. This can be easily calculated by 

examining how the different charges in the transistor are supplied 

and removed.

Calculation of the area of the spike_s 

Switching off

The switch is assumed to be in the on state. In the base there 

is an excess hole charge Qg. Further the charge Qg of C^g is:
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0C = *E CTE 5. 1

At switching off the holes begin to diffuse out of the base. During 

the first part of the process the pn junctions are low resistive, and the 

currents are mainly determined by outer resistances. Qg passes mainly 

out through the collector junction, A negligibly small part of Qg passes 

through the emitter junction because Rg makes this a high resistive 

path. Crpg discharges mainly through the emitter junction. This is 

illustrated in diagram 5. 2 where Ug and u for 2N 2432 are shown as 

function of time at switching off. When time t 3 |i s, Ug decreases 

approximately linearly with time from 630 mV to about 500 mV. The 

excess hole density in the base hence decreases about 2 decades during 

this time, and therefore when t = 3 ps only a very small part of Qg 

is left in the base. How this little part discharges is of no importance. 

Further, for t < 3 ps, u @ 0, i. e. the current through Rg a 0.

on the other hand at t = 3 ps, has most of its charge left. When 

t> 3 |xs the junctions are high resistive and C,j,g discharges mainly 

through Rg + Rg. This is also shown in diagram 5. 2.

Now to simplify the problem we may imagine that, when the 

base - emitter resistance Rgg < Rg + Rg, C-pE discharges entirely 

through Rgg and, when Rgg > Rg + Rg, discharges entirely

through Rg + Rg ■ Rgg = Rg + Rg occurs at a certain emitter voltage 

Ug and the charge Q which passes through Rg is consequently approxi

mately given by:

Q ~ UE * CTE

1
In appendix B it is shown that whenpp=— < Rr:

“ lK

■p 1
EB ~ fi IK Aj 

and when—1— > R_:

5.2

5. 3
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REB s £2 IK ^ Bj + 1 + Bn ^ 5-4

Eq. (5.4) is the same expression as that for Rg. will vary with

Igr as shown by fig. 5. 2.

The only thing we want to know is when Rgg = Rg + Rg and for 

the sake of simplicity we may imagine that (5. 4) holds for all values 

of Rgg. This means that we consider R^g to be linearly dependent on 

1 In appendix C eq. (8) shows that;

*K ■

^UE
Ir = constant e

Hence

Rgg = constant e

To change Rgg from Rg to Rg + Rg there must be a change in

Ug which is:

^ i" 5.5

This gives Ug' ;

Rg + Rg
UE = UE " TT ln kZ 5. 6

In a chopper amplifier Q will cause a current which has the same 

effect as the offset current I. Therefore it is convenient to define a 

spike current at switching off, *gpj£CE (fig* 2.2):

'''SPIKE ~ T = 2 fo ‘ Q 5. 7
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where f = = the chopper frequency

Hence

^PIKE * 2 fo ’ CTE ‘ UE 5. 8

IgpiKE flows through R^ and causes a voltage HgpQpp-

USPOFF = RE ’ JSPIKE 5‘ 9

UgpopF an<^ UgK have different signs. However, in a chopper- 

amplifier they appear in different phases and therefore they causes 

voltages of the same sign at the output of the amplifier.

Switching_ on_

The voltage spike at switching on has an area ^gPON which as 

a rule is much smaller than the area of the spike at switching off. 

^SPON appends on both and but is almost independent of R^.

It is therefore approximately equivalent to a certain increase in 

High Crpg and low f^ give high ^gpQjsr* It is convenient to define a 

voltage UgpoKr ^kich is;

USPON = 2 £o ’ ^SPON

As a rule UgpoN ^ ^EK £or £o — ^ kc/s.

Measurement s

The theory above contains several approximations. Some diffe

rent measurements were made to check the theory. The circuit em

ployed is shown in fig. 5, 3„ (at = 0. 15 mA) was measured

with S in position 1. In position 2 a voltage was measured which 

is;
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U
U. EK U

M + SPOFF USPON

UgR and are negative and UgpQpp positive with pnp tran

sistors. If UgpQ-^ is assumed to be negligible we get:

USPOFF 2 UM " UEK 5. 10

Measurement No. 1

A capacitance C was connected between the base and the emitter 

of a 2N 2432. was 100 kfi. was measured and UgpQpp calcu

lated from (5. 10). Diagram 5. 3 shows UgpQpp = f (C). The curve is 

a straight line, which is in accordance with (5. 8). The curve cuts 

the C-axis approximately at - 2. 5 pF, which gives Cpg s 2.5 pF.

Measurement No. 2

a C
USPOFF

connected.

was measured for some transistors with and without 

was 1 00 k£2. Eq. (5. 8) and (5. 9) give:

AUSPOFF _ C 

USPOFF CTE

where AUSPOFF is the increase in Ugpgpp owing to C.

Crpp was calculated by means of (5.11). Direct measurement 

of Crpp in a capacitor bridge was also done. Table 5. 1 shows that 

good agreement was obtained between these two determinations of

CTE*
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Table 5. 1. Determination of Cpp

Transistor C
PF

USPOFF 
m V

auspoff

m V
&TE PF
calculated 
from (5. 11)

CTE -pF 
measured 
in bridge

2N 2432 10 - 0..22 - 0.78 2. 8 2. 6

2N 1613 51 - 5.4 - 4. 0 69 64

OC202 51 2. 0 3. 3 31 31

2N 1676 51 1. 8 3. 8 24 24

Measurement No. 3

Uc.T-.~„„ was measured for the same transistors as in measure

ment No. 2, but with different values of R^. By means of (5. 6), (5. 8) 

and (5.9), UgpQpp was calculated for corresponding cases. The re

sult is presented in table 5.2. The deviation between measured and 

calculated values of UgpQpp is small with the exception of the values 

for = 1 0 kfi. The reason is that in this case tlgp^^ is not negli

gibly small. For the sake of comparison the table includes a column

for f which is a measure of — . This shows that high f does not or Qg ° or
in itself give small ^gpoFF* ^ 1^13 has the highest f^ but still the
highest value of UgpQpp- The fast 2N 1 676 does not give lower

Ugpopp than the slower OC202,



Table 5. 2, Determination of U, with different RSPOFF L—

Transistor SPOFF SPOFF
measured calculated measured
in bridge

20 (min)2N 2432 -0. 024

-0.23

00 (typ)2N 1613

1000

3 (typ)OC202 0. 25 0. 08

40 (typ)2N 1676 0. 15
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The_ dr ift_of_ Igp

The temperature drift of *s mac^e UP °f the variations both
in Ug and in Cpg. The latter is smallest and a fairly good estimate 

of the temperature drift can be obtained by assuming:

duE
Ugdt *

dISPIKE

XSPIKE * c

This assumption gives:

dISPIKE
dt ~ ■’'SPIKE * 5 ' 10 A/ C 5. 12

Comparison with (4. 6) shows that the relative temperature drift

in fgPIKE and ^EK Xs oX Same or(fer of magnitude, dlgpjgg and 
dUEK h-ave different signs, but in a chopper amplifier they cause 

drift voltages of the same sign at the output of the amplifier.

The above analysis shows that the spikes have a great influence 

at higher Rg» Amplitude cutting can, however, reduce fgp^KE to 

a high degree. Most appropriate is to choose a transistor with

lOW Crpg.

6. Compensated switches

The imperfections of the low level switch can partly be elimi

nated in different ways. It is desirable to decrease especially Ugg 

and Q. Compensated switches have earlier been presented which 

cancel Ugg by creating a voltage - Ugg in series with the switch in 

the on state. This does not decrease the drift (dUgg), but is. only 

a zero displacement and this can be done in a simpler way. Here only 

such switches as have smaller drift than the variation in Ugg will be 

described and analyzed.
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The influence of the capacitances of the transformer

Compensated switches sometimes contain a transformer. This 

as a rule gives rise to a certain problem, which will be treated se

parately here. The transformer is in general included in a drive 

circuit as shown in fig. 6. 1 a. If the transformer had no capacitances 

the voltage u^ would be zero. Now this is not the case and therefore 

4 0. Capacitive transmission directly between the windings can 

mainly be eliminated by a screen between the windings as shown in 

fig. 6.1. a. However, this is not sufficient to get u^ = 0. The secondary 

winding has a certain distributed capacity to earth. This is illustrated 

by C^ in fig. 6. 1. b. C^ can be replaced by an equivalent capacitor 

C£ < C^ connected between earth and one end of the secondary winding 

as shown in fig. 6. 1 . c.

Assume now that the drive voltage is a square wave like u^ in

fig. 6. 2. The secondary voltage u^ has a certain tilt of the top and

certain rise and fall times. Mostly C^R^ > rise and fall times of u^.

The spikes in u^ therefore are almost of the same size as the steps

in u~. Between the steps C R„ functions as a differentiator and the 2 r e 3
tilt of the top of Ug causes a constant current to flow through R^.

I3 = °e
du..i
dt

U.
6. 1

where s is the percentage tilt of the top of u^.

Suppose that C =20 pF. T = 1 ms. p = 0. 05 and XJ = 5 V.
_ g ® ^

This gives 1^=10 A and there will be a voltage = 1 mV across 

Rg if Rg = 1 00 kfi. R^ is often equal to R^. will therefore appear 

across the switch in the off state and 1 mV will be much to great to 

be tolerated. The spikes in u^ might also be intolerably large. The 
is hard to make < 10 ^ without special arrangementsterm

and must be > 0. 5 V. Therefore it is difficult to get 1^ <10 A.
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One-transistor switch with switching-on_cur rent, to both junctions 9)

By supplying drive current to both base and emitter in the on 

state as shown in fig. 6. 3 a, it is possible to get the compensated 

offset voltage Ug = 0. The currents can be calculated from (4. 1):

1 +

1 = A.N
K

1+AN' *K

6.2

which gives:

K

f]
B = k

N
6. 3

By expansion of (4. l) we get:

1 + At
ft u

1 + A.N

- 1 6.4

Analyzing how Ug changes when A^ and A^ change gives a good 

picture of how great the drift will be. Differentiation of 6.4 gives:

A,
d (fiUg) = y

+ k
N

(1 + IT-) d 1
A.N

N

6. 5

Eq. (6. 2) and (6. 5) give:

d (OUg) = 1 + k • AN
(k d q- - d )

N
6. 6
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because d — = d - and d ~~~ = d
an bn ai bi

st 1. For symmetrical transistors k s 1. Eq. (6, 3) and (6, 6) give

U
d U EK / NdB_ dB,

BN B, 6. 7

where UEK fiBN

Symmetrical transistors have as a rule

d BN
BN

d B,

B,

and therefore they are very suitable to switch in this way. If only 

B^j. but not Bj changes, d Ug will be;

U
d U EK d BN

B 6. 8
N

For unsymmetrical transistors k « 1. Eq. (6. 6) becomes;

d B d B
dUss' UEK ("B " "R ^

N B,

In this case it generally happens that

d B N >dt ' B^ dt

6.9
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2N 2432 have for example:

dBN
BN dt

dB,
Bt • dt

Unsymmetrical transistors are therefore not suitable to switch 

in this way.

If only but not B^ changes, dUg will be:

dB
= - ^EK

N

N
6. 10

This expression is also valid for the uncompensated switch.

The circuit in fig. 6.3 gives no elimination of the spikes. The 

capacity of the secondary winding causes a voltage across as de

scribed above.

Two transistors in series 2)

Fig. 6.4 shows some examples of how this switch can be realized. 

(All quantities will in the sequel be indexed 1 or 2 showing that they 

belong to transistor No. 1 or No. 2). If B^ g$ B^ and they change,

a certain dU will arise, which is: s

dB
^e=-*EK (B

N1

N1

dBN2
B N2

dB
dU 0 if N1

BN1

dBN2

N2

6. 11
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Circuit a is the one usually described. The bases are directly 

connected in circuit b. This gives = XJ^, but not necessarily

Igi = Igg" a = 1^2 and then the excess hole densities in

the bases are equal. This gives the best chances of being equal 

to and hence the best matching. Circuit b can be realized very

conveniently with a newly presented transistor which has two emitters. 

This is shown in circuit c. In circuit d there is no transformer, but 

the switch must be followed by a A. C. differential amplifier. The switch 
drives a current ^EKl through the source in the on state. This has

RL1
in general no significance. The spikes are subtracted in the differential 

amplifier if = C^^^ and R^ = Rjj2*

If terminal No. 2 in circuits a, b or c is earthed, a certain 

charge current to C^ goes through R^* Furthermore the spikes will 

not eliminate each other owing to the capacitances of the transformer.

Two transistors in parallel ^ ^

This switch can be realized in two ways as shown in fig. 6. 5.

In this case the transistors in the on state drive a current through 

each other, so Ug = 0. If one terminal of the switch in fig. 6. 5. a is 

earthed, charge current to will give a certain voltage across R^. 

The circuit with complementary transistors in fig. 6. 5. b contains 

no transformer, which is a great advantage. In this circuit the spikes, 

too, are eliminated if C^E ^

In appendix C it is shown that Ug = 0 when:

1 +

1 +

B

B

B

B

N2

12

N1

II

6. 12
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It is further shown that:

■U
dUss EK dBN1 dB11

BI
2(1 + b-)

B N1 B 11

N

dB12
B12

dBN2 ) 6.13
N2

if BN1 " BN2’ B II BI2 and I
B2

BI
1.

dB
dU s 0 if s

N1 dBN2

N1 B , which also was the case in the
N2 dB

circuit in fig. 6.4, but dU = 0 also if N dB.

BN B, , which often

Bj
happens in symmetrical transistors. The factor 2(1+ -g- }~» 2 for

N

unsymmetrical transistors and ~ 4 for symmetrical. Consequently 

this circuit ought to have, at the most, only half as great a drift 

as the circuit in fig. 6.4. To test this the drift of 5 pairs of OC44 

(unsymmetrical alloy germanium) during 7 days was measured. The 

transistors in each pair were in the on state and connected in series 

or parallel depending on the position of a switch. (Between the measure
ments the transistors were always connected in series.) dUg = f (time) 

is presented in diagram 6. 1, which shows that dUg for all pairs is 

smallest in parallel connection.

For chopper applications suitable complementary planar tran

sistors are now available (for example 2N 2466 and 2N 2593). Perfect 

complementary transistors are in principle impossible to obtain.

(Holes and electrons have different mobilities.) In this case, however, 

only B^, Bj and need to be similar. Unfortunately there does

not yet seems to be any suitable complementary symmetrical silicon 

transistors on the market. However, symmetrical epitaxial transistors 

will probably be available in the future.
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Switch transistor with emitter current from the base of another 

transistor

In section 2 it was shown that the base - emitter electron current 

demands a hole current from the collector to the emitter of the same 
magnitude in order to get = 0. This caused 4 Therefore if

the current from the base of another transistor is supplied to the 

emitter it is possible to get Ug = 0. This can be done as shown in 

fig. 6. 6. a. If the transistors have the same I and B^, Ug = 0 if

UE1 = UE2’ i'e' UK1 " UE2 = E' B BN1 and BN2 cliange’ dUs
will be:

dB
dU U N1 dBN2

EK BN1 BN2
6. 14

The spikes will eliminate each other if = ^TE2*

The voltages E demand a relatively complicated drive circuit. 

The circuit in fig. 6. 6. b is a more simple solution, which is use

ful for unsymmetrical transistors. It is shown in appendix D that

dU in this case will be: s

dB
dUs 85 “ UEK N1 dBN2 dBII

BN1 B N2 B 6. 15
11

The change in B consequently gives a certain increase of the 
d.B ^

drift. However, II is as a rule relatively small. The temperature
B 11

change in B^ can be cancelled out if I^, increases a little with tempe

rature. Such an increase can be achieved by making use of the decrease 
of Ug2 with temperature. This is about 2. 5 mV/°C. If dBI1_ ^ , ^-3j0(^dB

*B 11
(typical value for 2N 2432 at 1^. = 1 mA) the drift will be cancelled out

if E^, as 1.8 V and E ^ .
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The switch in fig. 6. 6.b is attractive because it includes no 

transformer, and does not require B^-matched transistors. Only

dBN1
BN1

dBN2
BN2

is desirable.

A chopper amplifier with this circuit as input chopper was 

constructed. The drift of this amplifier is < 2 p V/week at room 

temperature.

7. Thermoelectric effects in the switch

Thermoelectric voltages may appear in the switch. Tempera

ture differences within the transistor are not so easily created. 

Therefore the thermoelectric voltages in the junctions cancel each 

other to a high degree. Temperature differences between the transis

tor leads arise far more easily, and therefore the thermoelectric 

power between the leads and copper is of great importance. The 

leads consist of a copper alloy which in some cases has a rather 

high thermoelectric power in relation to copper. Fig. 7. 1 gives

= 0 in the off state and + e^ 6^ in the on state,

where e^ and e^ are the thermoelectric voltages in the soldered 

joints. A temperature difference between the emitter and collector 

leads is hence equivalent to a change in

The thermoelectric power between copper and the leads was 

measured for some different transistors. The result is presented 

in table 7. 1, which shows that transistors with metal case have 

leads with rather high thermoelectric power. Obviously it is very 

important to have a uniform temperature around the switch.

Table 7.1, Magnitude of thermoelectric power between copper and

some different transistor leads

T rahsistor OC 45 2N 1308 OC 202 2N 1613 2N 1676 2N 2432

Magnitude of 
thermoelectric 
power pV/°C

4.4 1 8 3. 1 14 14 15
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8. Conclusions

A switch transistor for small signals ought to have the following 

properties:

1 . High (also at low Ig)

2. Bj ought to be > 1

3. Small r c

4. Small Io

5. Small Crj>j£

6. In general f only needs to be > a few Me/s

Planar epitaxial silicon transistors with small emitter area 

meet these requirements best.

The static and dynamic characteristics of the transistor switch 

can well be calculated by the theory given in this paper.

Some compensated switches have lower drift than the uncompen

sated switch. The two-transistor-in-parallel connection (fig. 6. 5) 

has the lowest drift.
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Appendix A

The offset voltage at variable doping in_the base

At variable doping in the base Pq will be a function of position. 
The one-dimensional case, i. e. = Pq (x) (x is defined in fig. 2. 3), 

will be treated here. The hole density in the base at the emitter 

junction Pgg is:

fiU
E

BE oE 1

where P^g is the equilibrium hole density in the base at the emitter 

junction.

The hole density in the base at the collector junction P^^ is: 

BU
PBK = PoK = 2

where Pq-^ is the equilibrium hole density in the base at the collector 

junction.

The electrostatic potential 4* in the base will vary with x, and

P (x) can be written: o

P (x) = n. . e° [T - * M5 3
O 1

where the Fermi level q> is independent of x. When excess holes 

appear, the hole density P(x) can be written:

P(x) = n. • en[q>p (X)1 

where cp^ is the quasi-Fermi level for the holes.

4
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An electrostatic field E is created in the base. The hole current

density is:

dPJ = q • p • P • E - q • D • -3— 
p u p u p dx

where

p^ = the mobility of the holes

D = the diffusion constant for holes 
P

It is convenient to assume J =0 and then examine which value
P

Uek acquires.

Eq. (.5) gives:

p . P . E - D . ~ = 0 P P dx

Further:

E dx

p
DP =~dn

Eq. (6), (7) and (8) give:

- p • P * •3^- - • P • £2 • - (ro - vjj) — 6
np dx £2 dx XYp

dcp

dx
£ = 0

. . 9 = constant
• P
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Eq. (3), (4) and (9) give:

e
- q>)

= constant

Hence the relative increase in P is the same everywhere in the 
base. From (l) and (2) it follows that Ug = U^, i. e. = 0.

Therefore when I is small, will also be small, andp a-iiv
consequently the base - emitter electron current should be small 

in order to get a small

Appendix B * 1

Derivation of Rgg

It is assumed that the following expression holds for the 

collector current:

e = °k + ik-rb

Further, (3. 14} and (3. 15) can be written approximately:

E
*o AN

1 fiUE fiUK
— * e + e

K £2U
= e E 1 Q. UK

Differentiation of (2) and (3) gives:

diE t nu fiu
— = -4" Q‘ = dUE = dUK 4
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dIK £2 UE «UK
=£2 • e dUE - £2 . e • dUR

O A

Eq. (4) and (5) give:

dlE . , dIK _ " ~E , A 1£2 UT
+ Aj-— =£2 e

Assuming Ig = 0, (z) gives:

ouE auK

47e =e

Eq. (3) and (?) give:

=K , QDE

4 "4 (A,-J-)
e " 4

Eq. (6) and (8) give:

dIE + AIdIK= fiAilKdUE

Differentiation of (l) gives:

0 = dUK + RB ’ dIK 10

Eq. (4), (5), (?) and (8) also give:

AN dIE + dIK = ° IK dUK 11
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Eq. (10) and. (1 1) give:

0 = AN dLE * dIK + RBBIK dLK

Eq. (9) and (l Z) give:

. -,-.Vk..0^1. d”E
E1 + Rb £2 ^ " "I XK dl 13

When fiIK B
« Rr, (1 3) gives:

dUE R,dig EB £2 Aj Ig- 14

When-^-|— » R-g, (13) gives:

dUE Rt  1
dig EB niK ^AI(— - AN) 15

Appendix C

Derivation of dU^ for the switch_in fig. 6.5_

From (4. 1) we have for transistor No. 1: (U «^ ):

£2U s

1 - B11

El
ZB1

AN1 BN1
E1

JB1

1
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And for transistor No. 2:

- nu s

' ~ B'lZ ' JB2

1 . 1 *E2
A R ° T

N2 N2 B2

2

Fig. 6. 5 shows that:

ZE1 = IE2 3

IB1 and IB2 are presumed to be constant.

Combining (l) and (2) gives:

I
1
B2 = 

B1

S2U

A.N1 BN1
) (

£2U

N2 B 12 BN2
-S2U

N2 BN2
) (

n u

N1 11 BN1

Neglecting terms with U 2
s (4) gives:

4

1, £2U (-
TBZ S "Sh BN2
I

1
^N1 BI2 BN1 BN2

) +
BN1 BN2 BN1 BI2

B1 -fiU ( 1
= 'AN2B

) +*
N1 AN2 BI1 BN1 BNz' BN1 BN2 BN2 BI1

5
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When U = 0 we have: s

1 + N2
>12

B
1 +-

N1

II

6

For the sake of simplicity it is here assumed that 

Differentiation of (5) gives, if Ug = 0:

= 1.

B
dfi U = s

N1 12 12 N1 N2 B11 'll BN2
B

AN2 BN1
(1 +-.

N1

11
) +

B

N2 ^N1 (1 + N2-
12 BN1 BN2

7

Eq. (6) and (?) give the approximate expression:

dB12 dBN1

dfiU
BN1 BI2 12 BN1

) -
dBII dB

BN2 BI1
+ N2

II N2

(1 +
N1

B 11
) (-

N1
+

N2

Assuming B^ = B^., B^^ = B^ = we have:

U
dU = - s

EK dBN1
BT

20 +V
N1

dBIl . dBI2 dBN2 > 
+ —------------------  )

II
B12 BN2
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Appendix D

Derivation of dUg for the switch in fig. 6. 6. b 

Eq. (4. 1) gives for transistor No. 1 (Ug

fiU s

'

1 ■ 1 _ _*E1

AN1 BN1 ^B1

From fig. 6. 6. b we have:

IE1 = " IB2 " ^ ™ AN2^ IE2

Combining (1) and (2):

1

2

1 - B
U = —r s 1

11 1 + BN2
- 1

AN1 BN1 1+BN2

*E2where a = ^---- is presumed to be constant,
B1

When U =0 we have: s

3

1 + B

B
1 + B

N2

N1

If

4
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Differentiating (3) and assuming Ug = 0 gives:

- 0 +
BI1 x dBN2 

1 + B

dB
+ N1 dBII

dfiU = s
N1 N2 N1 B 11

BN1 + bii + 1
5

For unsymmetrical transistors (5) can be written approximately:

dUg* u.EK

dBN1 dBN2
L BN1 N2

dBXln

BH J
6

AL/EL
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nals

Drive
voltage

Fig. 2. 1. The common collector E 
transistor switch.

Fig. 2.2. The equivalent circuit of the 
low level switch.

AI h an *n

Fig. 2. 3. The excess hole density
distribution in the base with 

• open emitter after a positive
voltage Uj, has been impressed 
between the collector and the 
base.

Fig. 2.4. The double diode equiva
lent circuit. This is de
rived by superposing two 
excess hole density dis
tributions shown by curves 
b and c.

Fig. 4.2. The switch in the off 
state with small re
verse voltage.

Fig. 4.1. The switch in the off state 
with large reverse voltage.



= collector voltage
u = voltage between emitter 

and collector

uK

Fig. 5. 1. Spikes appear over the switch at switching on and off.

UM

Fig. 5.2. Rgg = f (y Fig. 5.3. Circuit for the measurement of USPOFF

+il
u. C

c.

R,

R.

JL
Fig. 6. 1. a. Drive circuit with a transformer.

b. There is a distributed capacity Cp between the 
screen and the secondary winding.

c. Cp replaced by an equivalent capacitance Ce.



~vw

6. 3, One-transistor switches with 
switching-on current to both

6. 2. Waveformes in the drive 
circuit fig. 6.1. a.

R

RLI

RL2

L2

Fig. 6.4. Two transistors in series switches



R,

zjn_

W

R.

i_rr-
Fig. 6. 5. Two transistors in 

parallel switches.
Fig. 6.6. Switch transistor with emitter 
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Fig. 7.1. Thermoelectric voltages in the switch.
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DIAGRAM 4* 1.

plotted against the respective value of 1/D_^ for seventeen

DIAGRAM 4, 2,

Curve (a) 2N1613, curve (b) 2N2432, calculated values.

02N1613, A2N2432, measured values.



DIAGRAM 4.3.

Curve (a) 2N1676, curve (b) OC 202, calculated values. 

O 2N1676, A OC 202, measured values.

DIAGRAM 4. 4,

2N1613 and 2N2432

BN = fi V-E1 and BI = h <V B„ 2N2432

2NI613

Bt2N2432

Bt 2NT613



DIAGRAM 4. 5.

2N1676 and OC202

BN = £1 <1E) and BI = f2 V

OC202

Bt 2N1676

OC202

DIAGRAM 4. 6.

RS * •
Curve (a) 2N1613, curve (fc) 2N2432, 

calculated values,

02N1613, A2N2432, measured values
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DIAGRAM 4,7

calculated values,

OZN1676, AOC202, measured values.
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DIAGRAM 5.2
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DIAGRAM 6. 1.

The drift of 5 pairs of OC44 during 7 days. 

--------------- connected in series
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